Product Information

TMR m300
Simple to use and
highly productive

• Easy-to-use control panel
• User-selectable promotional slogans
• Integrated scale weighs mail pieces
• Accounting capacity for postage
• Reduced mail processing times
• Five pre-sets for common tasks
• Fast, accurate postage refills

Seals & Franks
An efficient, semi-automatic system
designed for low- to mid-volume
mailrooms, the m300 processes at up
to 65 letters per minute. All controls
are neatly integrated into one easy-touse panel and display screen, making
processing international mail and
programming standard accounting
functions fast and easy. It seals and
franks envelopes at the same time,
resulting in ready-to-mail documents,
while larger mail is quickly labelled
with self-adhesive tape strips.
Weighing Platform
The m300 digital mailing system
incorporates a 5kg integrated weighing
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platform, guaranteeing that each letter
or package carries the correct postal
value, with options for 7kg, 12kg and
30kg capacities. Onboard Mailmark
franking technology then ensures
that every item of mail is sent at
the lowest postal rate possible. An
internal clock calculates the data
automatically, eliminating any returned
mail due to misdating.

The integrated weighing
scale guarantees the
correct value postage,
every item, every time

Product Specification

TMR m300
Mailmark Franking
Mailmark technology applies an intelligent
2D barcode that helps track mailed items with
extreme precision. Royal Mail guarantees that
items sorted using Mailmark will always benefit
from the cheapest tariff available. The system
also provides immediate price updates, faster
franking and routine tracking reports, superseding
SMART enabled franking machines.

Letters Per Day

100-300, 20-100

Franking Technology

Mailmark

Letter Processing (up to per min)

65

Weigh-on-the-Way (WOW)

Not available

Dimensions-on-the-Way (DOW)

Not available

Integrated Scale Capacity

5kg

Optional Scale Upgrades

7, 12 or 35kg

Differential Weighing

Standard

Postage Accounts

100

Job Presets

10

Logo Application

Blue Inkjet print

Envelope Messages

20 - 45 x 25mm

Envelope Dimensions

76 x 127 to 330 x 381mm

Envelope Thickness (Max)

9.5mm

Envelope Sealing

Included - 22-72mm flap depth

Envelope Feed

Semi-automatic

Label Printing

Label strip dispenser

Reporting Facilities

Account, postage & meter reports

Processing Speed
To help customers compare efficiency, Letter
Processing speeds provide the number of
standardised letters a machine is able to frank in
one minute, with a reduced number for WOWenabled machines when running mixed mail. This
rating is useful to know when scheduling mailing
strategies and volume requirements.

Optional INVIEW™ Analytics online
Inbound Management

Date & Time stamping

Security Access

PIN

Customer Interface

QWERTY Keypad & Display Screen

Machine Dimensions (WxHxD)

670 x 435 x 315mm

Machine Weight

8.5kg

Connectivity Requirement

Internet, direct LAN or opt 4G device

Hardware Options

–
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Please Note all specifications are variable and for guide only.
Confirm specific machine details with your sales contact.

If you would like to find out more about our range of products and how
The Mailing Room could benefit your organisation, please get in touch.
Call 0800 019 2033 enquiries@themailingroom.com

www.themailingroom.com

Differential Weighing
By determining the difference between the initial
and residual weights of multiple items placed on
the scale, this feature allows one item at a time to
be removed and franked correctly. This is useful
for when you have a multiple mail pieces with
different weights, but all using the same class for
postage, such as envelopes with varying numbers
of enclosed pages.
Accounts & Presets
To help speed up your mailing and keep
departmental expenditure separate, franking
machines can provide programmable shortcuts.
Named departmental Postage Accounts allow
you to track and report for specific business
areas, such as Sales, HR and Accounts, whilst
the most frequent mail runs can be allocated
Job Presets, such as 2nd Class Signed For.
Envelope Messaging
To make the most of franked mail, you can turn
every sent item into a powerful promotion, with
your company logo and/or marketing message
printed alongside the postage. With various
pre-loaded options and bespoke settings, you
can change the message by department, priority,
season or offer, providing a professional finish
without the need for printed stationery.
Inbound Management
The receipt and management of inbound
packages is streamlined, using onboard software
and an optional digital scanner. The system
instantly logs package information, including
courier, recipient, sender and date & time of
receipt, offering the option of alerting the in-house
recipient by email. Total mailroom time savings
of up to 75 minutes per day are possible.

